Connecting Brussels with Leuven

Distance: 32 km
How to use the first part of this roadbook?
Sheets are divided into 3 parts.

On the left side, you find the itinerary towards Leuven; on the right side, the itinerary towards Brussels. Each side entails three columns resuming direction (with arrows), kilometers to the next step and explanations about the route. A map illustrates the route, in the middle space.

First step
To leave Brussels

Legende

↑ Go straight
↓ Go back
→ Turn right
← Turn left
  Return route only

N°47 Turn right up the house number 47

3rd Take the third street on the right
Thanks for dropping by. Leave Rue de Londres 15 and turn right.

Place de Londres.

Rue Caroly.

Turn left in rue de Fleurus.

Your are Square de Meeûs. Then turn right in Rue de la Science until the end.

Rue de Londres.

Rue de Londres n°15. Welcome to Pro Velo.
In Brussels

6 In Rue de la Loi, turn right. Then take the first left.

7 Rue de Spa.

8 Rue de la Pacification.

5,39 Rue de Spa.

5,47 Cross Rue de la Loi.

6,12 Rue de la Science and Square de Meeûs.
9. Take Rue Saint Josse along the church.

10. To the right in rue de la commune.

11. Place Houwaert, towards Rue Harvest. Then Sq Armand Steurs and Rue Renen-Bovie.

12. At the "Y", turn left. Rue Gustave Fuss.

12. At the "Y", turn right. Rue Rouen-Bovie, Sq Armand Steurs and Rues des Moissons.

11. Place Houwaert, then go straight. Rue de la Commune.

10. Rue Saint Josse.

9. Rue de la pacification.
13 Rue Alexandre Merkelbach. Same street after the roundabout.

14 Cross Avenue Rogier and take Rue Van Denbussche

15 Turn right in Avenue Jan Stobbaerts.

3.16 km

3.32 km

3.58 km

3.21 km

3.76 km

3.92 km

In Brussels
At the roundabout, take Avenue Ernest Cambier.

Turn left in Rue des Pavots.

Turn right on Boulevard Wahis, then cross to Boulevard Léopold III by the side.

Rue des pavots (in the axis of Boulevard Léopold III behind the tram tracks).

Avenue Ernest Cambier

Avenue Jan Stobbaerts.
In Brussels

19 Avenue Frans Courtens.

At the roundabout, take Avenue Henry Dunant.

Scale 1/15

1,83 Avenue Frans Courtens.

Cross Boulevard Léopold III and Boulevard Wahis. Then go to the left.
At the roundabout, take Avenue du Cimetière de Bruxelles.

At the roundabout, take Rue de zaventem, along the cemetery.

Avenue du Cimetière de Bruxelles, between the points 21 and 22, in front of the entrance of the cemetery.

Avenue Henry Dunant (separated bike path).
At the turn, keep straight on the road. From here, follow the bicycle markup HST-route to Leuven. The arrival is in front of the station.

From Leuven station, follow the bicycle markup HST-route.

Rue de Zaventem, along the cemetery, you are in Evere.
How to use the second part of this roadbook?

Follow the HST-route. Observe the panels along the way and take the direction you want to go to.

The HST-route is like a bike highway connecting Brussels to Leuven. It's serving the stations of Zaventem, Nossegem, Kortenberg, Erps-Kwerps, Veltem, Herent and Leuven. At each stage, a large blue sign informs on remaining distance and time to reach the different stations.
Leuven City Center

A  End of the HST-route.

B  Train station.

C  Center of Leuven.
Pro Velo was founded in 1992. Our association is evolving with time, but our objectives for the coming years are the following:

- to support (potential) cyclists;
- to teach people to cycle (again);
- to spread a positive image of the bicycle;
- to support the policy.

The overall mission of Pro Velo is to improve the quality of life by actively contributing to the modal shift from car to bicycle.

In practice, the activities of Pro Velo can be grouped in six categories:

- **Pro Velo SERVICE** supports (potential) cyclists with advice and assistance;
- **Pro Velo EDUC** provides a wide range of training courses;
- **Pro Velo TOUR**: (re)discover the bike in a pleasant manner;
- **Pro Velo @ENTERPRISE**: establishes a bike culture in your company;
- **Pro Velo R&D**: a study and research office;
- **Pro Velo EVENT** promotes the bicycle as a means of transport for the general public through campaigns and actions.
Discover routes to leave Brussels and reach Antwerp, Leuven, Ghent and Bruges.

www.provelo.org